Project Assignment 1: Team Member Search  
2 points

Purpose
Grades in statistics classes are substantially improved when students work together. You can work together on projects and homework assignments, ask your partner to hand in homework assignments for you if you know that you will miss a class, or ask them to explain a difficult concept. Finding team members is so important that I will give you points for finding them. Therefore, the purpose of this assignment is to encourage you to meet other students in the class, who might then become your team members.

Assignment
For each of FIVE of your classmates, write down their VERBAL answers to the following questions. In order to ensure that you actually meet other students, you must obtain the information for ALL of the questions VERBALLY. You may NOT write down your own answers and pass them to other classmates. You must actually talk to each other.

   The reason I want you to talk to several different people is because sometimes it is hard to find team members, or sometimes you need to change teams in the middle of the semester. This assignment will therefore be marked either as satisfactory (all information given for each of five people), worth 2 points, or unsatisfactory, worth 0 points.

   A good strategy is to start with the two people who are sitting next to you in class. Then talk to someone who is sitting beside them, or who is sitting in front of you or behind you. If there is a group of five people sitting near each other, you might want to form a circle and answer these questions in a group.

The questions are:
1) Their name
2) Their phone number. If your classmate won’t give you this information, that’s okay; just write down that they didn’t want to give it to you.
3) Their email address. Once again, if your classmate won’t give you this information, that’s okay; just write down that they didn’t want to give it to you.
4) Their major
5) What year they are in
6) What they intend to do after they graduate
7) How often they intend to attend class
8) How many hours per day they plan to spend on this class outside of class time
9) What grade they expect to get in this course
10) Two different times when you are BOTH available to work on the homeworks. If there are no times when you are both available, write that down.

Submit your assignment
1. Hand in a piece of paper that has the answers to ALL of the questions above for each of FIVE classmates.
2. In Blackboard Learn, Click Assignments.
3. Click on “Project Assignment 1”.
4. Lists the names of the people you met
5. When we grade your assignment, we enter your grade there in BlackBoard.